
Fisher Scientific and Possible Missions 
Partnering to serve 

The University of Texas System Supply Chain Alliance

2010 The Fisher and Possible Missions Partnership

Possible Missions answers the call for a Fisher Scientific Inventory Management RFP serving 

Galveston, Houston and Austin. Possible Missions wins the award, and the partnership begins.

2013 Expansion

After three years of building a solid relationship, Possible Missions joins Fisher Scientific as HUB Partner for the 

new UT Alliance Agreement. Possible Missions’ HUB services start with one Texas System campus and grows. 
Possible Missions expands solutions offering to include services such as dock delivery, desktop delivery, and 

concierge services. In addition to a full customer service team, Possible Missions adds procurement services, 
ecommerce support, order management, accounts receivables, and sales.

Working closely together allows Fisher Scientific and Possible Missions to understand each other's businesses 

and to enhance the quality and suitability of their solutions for UT Alliance customers. The bond between the 
two companies now supports the UT Alliance client base across the state of Texas.

“These acknowledgements for both Fisher Scientific and 

Possible Missions demonstrate how our strategic alliance 
is valued and, more importantly, how our combined efforts 

deliver the best customer outcomes even in the most 
challenging conditions. By maintaining continuous 

communication among logistics teams, manufacturers and 
customers, the two firms are able to maximize results and 

deliver the products and services needed effectively and 
efficiently, even during a real-time crisis. Our partnership 

has allowed us to evolve with each stage of the recent 
pandemic to address everything from safety shield 

assembly to COVID test kit packets.”
– Paula Mendoza, Owner and CEO, Possible Missions

The University of Texas System Supply Chain Alliance Recognition

2017

UT System Supply Chain Alliance awards 
Possible Missions HUB Supplier of the Year

2019

Possible Missions named 

HUB Advocate of the Year 

2020

2021

Fisher Scientific named Supplier of the Year

Fisher Scientific / Possible Missions Partnership 

recognized as Pandemic Partner Award honoree 
for exceeding expectations of delivering value 

and service during the Covid-19 Pandemic

As a result of the pandemic, the need for an offsite inventory/storage facility became evident. Possible Missions 

has since purchased a facility to accommodate the need to support local current and future growth.

We eagerly anticipate an even stronger and enduring relationship as a joint Fisher Scientific / Possible Missions 
team, to serve The University of Texas System for years to come.

New Opportunities


